Effective solitary hyperthermia treatment of malignant glioma using stick type CMC-magnetite. In vivo study.
Various kinds of hyperthermic treatment for malignant glioma had been inhibited due to both their incomplete feverish action and strict cooling effect of the brain. The author shows an effective results of hyperthermia for the treatment of malignant glioma in an in vivo study using stick type carboxymethylcellulose (CMC)-magnetite, a newly manufactured magnetite-product. A stick type CMC-magnetite, containing magnetite particles, was inserted into the T-9 glioma in the rat brain stereotactically, and the rats were exposed to an alternative magnetic field (AMF). The application time of AMF, which measured 88.9 kHz and 380 Oe, was 30 min a day. The rats were divided into three groups: three AMF applications (group I), one AMF application (group II) and no application but only injection of CMC-magnetite (control). As a result, the mean survival in days of these three groups measured 44.2+/-10.9 (group I), 17.0+/-1.5 (group II) and 14.4+/-1.5 (control). This investigation showed both significant effectiveness in attacking malignant glioma and significant prolonging of the survival time in rats. It is also a characteristic feature of the magnetite particles to spread through the tumor diffusely after three applications of AMF. This feature seemed to be one of the main factors that caused greater hyperthermic effect on glioma in this study. This method of hyperthermic treatment could be a useful strategy in the treatment of malignant glioma.